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Funk The Music The People And The Rhythm Of The
One
The definitive biography of James Brown, the Godfather of Soul, with fascinating findings on
his life as a Civil Rights activist, an entrepreneur, and the most innovative musician of our time
Playing 350 shows a year at his peak, with more than forty Billboard hits, James Brown was a
dazzling showman who transformed American music. His life offstage was just as vibrant, and
until now no biographer has delivered a complete profile. The One draws on interviews with
more than 100 people who knew Brown personally or played with him professionally. Using
these sources, award-winning writer RJ Smith draws a portrait of a man whose twisted and
amazing life helps us to understand the music he made. The One delves deeply into the story
of a man who was raised in abject-almost medieval-poverty in the segregated South but grew
up to earn (and lose) several fortunes. Covering everything from Brown's unconventional
childhood (his aunt ran a bordello), to his role in the Black Power movement, which used "Say
It Loud (I'm Black and Proud)" as its anthem, to his high-profile friendships, to his complicated
family life, Smith's meticulous research and sparkling prose blend biography with a cultural
history of a pivotal era. At the heart of The One is Brown's musical genius. He had crucial
influence as an artist during at least three decades; he inspires pity, awe, and revulsion. As
Smith traces the legend's reinvention of funk, soul, R&B, and pop, he gives this history a
melody all its own.
James Brown's explosive biography is now the major Hollywood film directed by Tate Taylor
(THE HELP) and produced by Mick Jagger, GET ON UP. James Brown: A man who played
350 shows a year at his peak. Who broke the colour barrier of 1950s and '60s pop. Who
supported the Civil Rights movement through his music, playing a racially charged Boston in
the hours after Martin Luther King, Jr.'s assassination and travelling to Vietnam to support
black troops. Who won and lost several fortunes. And who became one of the greatest musical
innovators of all time... In his own words, this is the incredible life story of the Godfather of
Soul, giving the inside story of his life and music, taking the reader on a journey from his
impoverished childhood to his evolution into one of the most influential figures of the 20th
century. With photos, unmissable anecdotes about Little Richard, Elvis, Tina Turner, Otis
Redding, Tammi Terrell, Michael Jackson, and many others, plus an updated introduction and
epilogue and an exhaustive discography.
Connecting the black music tradition with the black activist tradition, Party Music brings both
into greater focus than ever before and reveals just how strongly the black power movement
was felt on the streets of black America. Interviews reveal the never-before-heard story of the
Black Panthers' R&B band the Lumpen and how five rank-and-file members performed popular
music for revolutionaries. Beyond the mainstream civil rights movement that is typically
discussed are the stories of the Black Panthers, the Black Arts Movement, the antiwar
activism, and other radical movements that were central to the impulse that transformed black
popular music—and created soul music.
One of the greatest double albums of the vinyl era, Sign 'O' the Times shows Prince at his
peak. Here, Michaelangelo Matos tells the story of how it emerged from an extraordinary
period of creativity to become one of the landmark recordings of the 1980s. He also illustrates
beautifully how - if a record is great enough and lucky enough to hit you at the right time - it can
change your way of looking at the world. EXCERPT The most immediately striking thing about
Sign 'O' the Times is the jazzy sensibility running through it. Prince's father was a jazz
musician, his mother a vocalist; he'd been a fan of chops-heavy jazz-fusion as well as rock and
R&B growing up. But when Prince began recording for Warner Bros., he abjured the brass
sections that dominated groups like Earth, Wind & Fire and Parliament-Funkadelic, opting
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instead for stacked synthesizer patterns and a spare, cold feel that markedly contrasted with
lush, overarranged disco and the wild, thick underbrush of the era's giant funk ensembles;
Rickey Vincent, author of Funk: The Music, the People, and the Rhythm of the One, dubbed it
"naked funk." Getting away from traditional R&B instrumentation is an underappreciated aspect
of Prince's crossover success; Prince is also said to have actively disliked the sound of horns
early in his career.
From Nelson George, supervising producer and writer of the hit Netflix series, "The Get Down,"
this passionate and provocative book tells the complete story of black music in the last fifty
years, and in doing so outlines the perilous position of black culture within white American
society. In a fast-paced narrative, Nelson George’s book chronicles the rise and fall of “race
music” and its transformation into the R&B that eventually dominated the airwaves only to find
itself diluted and submerged as crossover music.
Music is spiritual - find out how. Learn about the power of the intuitive experience in music; the
link between music, sex, drugs, and spirituality; the role of music in meditation and prayer;
music as a universal language; and so much more.
With informative biographies, essays, and "music maps, " this book is the ultimate guide to the
best recordings in rhythm and blues. 20 charts.
Best known for his 1980s hit songs “Super Freak,” “Give it to Me Baby,” and “Mary Jane,”
the late singer and funk music pioneer Rick James collaborated with acclaimed music
biographer David Ritz in this posthumously published, no-holds-barred memoir of a rock star’s
life and soul. He was the nephew of Temptations singer Melvin Franklin; a boy who watched
and listened, mesmerized from underneath cocktail tables at the shows of Etta James and
Miles Davis. He was a vagrant hippie who wandered to Toronto, where he ended up playing
with Neil Young and Joni Mitchell, and he became a household name in the 1980s with his hit
song “Super Freak.” Later in life, he was a bad boy who got caught up in drug smuggling and
ended up in prison. But since his passing in August 2004, Rick James has remained a
legendary icon whose name is nearly synonymous with funk music—and who popularized the
genre, creating a lasting influence on pop artists from Prince to Jay-Z to Snoop Dogg, among
countless others. In Glow, Rick James and acclaimed music biographer David Ritz
collaborated to write a no-holds-barred memoir about the boy and the man who became a
music superstar in America’s disco age. It tells of James’s upbringing and how his mother
introduced him to musical geniuses of the time. And it reveals details on many universally
revered artists, from Marvin Gaye and Prince to Nash, Teena Marie, and Berry Gordy. James
himself said, “My journey has taken me through hell and back. It’s all in my music—the parties,
the pain, the oversized ego, the insane obsessions.” But despite his bad boy behavior, James
was a tremendous talent and a unique, unforgettable human being. His “glow” was an
overriding quality that one of his mentors saw in him—and one that will stay with this legendary
figure who left an indelible mark on American popular music.

The Funk Era and Beyond is the first scholarly collection to discuss the significance of
funk music in America. Contributors employ a multitude of methodologies to examine
this unique musical genre's relationship to African American culture and to music,
literature, and visual art as a whole.
“You won’t leave this hypnotic book without feeling that James Brown is still out there,
howling.”—The Boston Globe From the New York Times bestselling author of The Good
Lord Bird, winner of the 2013 National Book Award for Fiction, Deacon King Kong, and
Five-Carat Soul Kill ’Em and Leave is more than a book about James Brown. Brown
embodied the contradictions of American life: He was an unsettling symbol of the
tensions between North and South, black and white, rich and poor. After receiving a tip
that promises to uncover the man behind the myth, James McBride goes in search of
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the “real” James Brown. McBride’s travels take him to forgotten corners of Brown’s
never-before-revealed history, illuminating not only our understanding of the immensely
troubled, misunderstood, and complicated Godfather of Soul, but the ways in which our
cultural heritage has been shaped by Brown’s enduring legacy. Praise for Kill ’Em and
Leave “A tour de force of cultural reportage.”—The Seattle Times “Thoughtful and
probing.”—The New York Times Book Review “Masterly . . . powerful.”—Los Angeles
Review of Books “McBride provides something lacking in most of the books about
James Brown: an intimate feeling for the musician, a veracious if inchoate sense of
what it was like to be touched by him. . . . It may be as close [to ‘the real James
Brown’] as we’ll ever get.”—David Hajdu, The Nation “A feat of intrepid journalistic
fortitude.”—USA Today “[McBride is] the biographer of James Brown we’ve all been
waiting for. . . . McBride’s true subject is race and poverty in a country that doesn’t
want to hear about it, unless compelled by a voice that demands to be heard.”—Boris
Kachka, New York “Illuminating . . . engaging.”—The Washington Post “A gorgeously
written piece of reportage that gives us glimpses of Brown’s genius and
contradictions.”—O: The Oprah Magazine
Coming Alongside: Basic Pastoral Care at the Bedside is an insightful guide preparing
current or future caregivers with needed etiquette and behavioral practices. This guide
is also ideal for visitors of the sick and suffering, being present while they face death.
This is a must read for those involved in a supportive pastoral care role. Jeffrey Funk
covers the many ways you can deal with grief, but most importantly, relieve it in others.
He shares how compassion plays a role in healing, ways to prevent "compassion
burnout" by establishing boundaries and much more. Funk writes with a passion for
caregiving, and provides many self-reflective questions and commentary to help you
impart God's love; you will feel inspired to serve others and embody the compassionate
nature of Jesus Christ.
Party Music explores the culture and politics of the Black Power era of the late 1960s,
when the rise of a black militant movement also gave rise to a “Black Awakening” in
the arts--and especially in music. Here Rickey Vincent, the award-winning author of
Funk, explores the relationship of soul music to the Black Power movement from the
vantage point of the musicians and black revolutionaries themselves. Party Music
introduces readers to the Black Panther's own band, the Lumpen, a group comprised of
rank-and-file members of the Oakland, California-based Party. During their year-long
tenure, the Lumpen produced hard-driving rhythm-and-blues that asserted the
revolutionary ideology of the Black Panthers. Through his rediscovery of the Lumpen,
and based on new interviews with Party and band members, Vincent provides an
insider's account of black power politics and soul music aesthetics in an original
narrative that reveals more detail about the Black Revolution than ever before. Rickey
Vincent is the author of Funk: The Music, The People, and the Rhythm of the One, and
has written for the Washington Post, American Legacy, and the Los Angeles Review of
Books. He teaches at the University of California, Berkeley.
"One of the best books of its kind in decades." —The Wall Street Journal An epic
achievement and a huge delight, the entire history of popular music over the past fifty
years refracted through the big genres that have defined and dominated it: rock, R&B,
country, punk, hip-hop, dance music, and pop Kelefa Sanneh, one of the essential
voices of our time on music and culture, has made a deep study of how popular music
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unites and divides us, charting the way genres become communities. In Major Labels,
Sanneh distills a career’s worth of knowledge about music and musicians into a brilliant
and omnivorous reckoning with popular music—as an art form (actually, a bunch of art
forms), as a cultural and economic force, and as a tool that we use to build our
identities. He explains the history of slow jams, the genius of Shania Twain, and why
rappers are always getting in trouble. Sanneh shows how these genres have been
defined by the tension between mainstream and outsider, between authenticity and
phoniness, between good and bad, right and wrong. Throughout, race is a powerful
touchstone: just as there have always been Black audiences and white audiences, with
more or less overlap depending on the moment, there has been Black music and white
music, constantly mixing and separating. Sanneh debunks cherished myths,
reappraises beloved heroes, and upends familiar ideas of musical greatness, arguing
that sometimes, the best popular music isn’t transcendent. Songs express our grudges
as well as our hopes, and they are motivated by greed as well as idealism; music is a
powerful tool for human connection, but also for human antagonism. This is a book
about the music everyone loves, the music everyone hates, and the decades-long
argument over which is which. The opposite of a modest proposal, Major Labels pays in
full.
Modern funk drumming explained! Rock, Latin, Samba, and Blues rhythms have
evolved and melded into what is known today as funk drumming. This book is designed
for teachers and intermediate to advanced drum students. A basic knowledge of quarter
note and eighth note rhythms is all that is you need to begin this book. Simple to
complex rhythms are presented in a progressive manner.
In 1973, the musical collective 24-Carat Black released an unheralded masterpiece on
Stax Records-and then disappeared. Ghetto: Misfortune's Wealth, a soul-funk concept
album primarily written by the ex-Motown arranger Dale Warren, was too bleak,
ambitious, or just outright bizarre to reach mainstream audiences. 24-Carat Black
collapsed when Stax went bankrupt, and the group's only completed album sank into
cultural obscurity. With deep reporting elucidating an untold story full of cinematic
details, this book traces how Ghetto went from commercial flop to enigmatic
underground classic embraced by the hip-hop community. It also chronicles, in
infuriating detail, how the music industry of the 1970s systematically exploited soul
musicians and then left them struggling to get paid-and where 24-Carat Black fits into
this broader injustice. This is a fascinating and multilayered story about a remarkable
album nearly lost to history. It's also a rare glimpse into what it's like to have your music
resurrected by rap samples decades after your career fell apart.
THE BOOK OF PRIDE captures the true story of the gay rights movement from the
1960s to the present, through richly detailed, stunning interviews with the leaders,
activists, and ordinary people who witnessed the movement and made it happen.
These individuals fought battles both personal and political, often without the support of
family or friends, frequently under the threat of violence and persecution. By shining a
light on these remarkable stories of bravery and determination, THE BOOK OF PRIDE
not only honors an important chapter in American history, but also empowers young
people today (both LGBTQ and straight) to discover their own courage in order to
create positive change. Furthermore, it serves a critically important role in ensuring the
history of the LGBTQ movement can never be erased, inspiring us to resist all forms of
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oppression with ferocity, community, and, most importantly, pride
A fascinating investigation into how people around the globe are cashing in on a warming
world McKenzie Funk has spent the last six years reporting around the world on how we are
preparing for a warmer planet. Funk shows us that the best way to understand the catastrophe
of global warming is to see it through the eyes of those who see it most clearly—as a market
opportunity. Global warming’s physical impacts can be separated into three broad categories:
melt, drought, and deluge. Funk travels to two dozen countries to profile entrepreneurial people
who see in each of these forces a potential windfall. The melt is a boon for newly arable,
mineral-rich regions of the Arctic, such as Greenland—and for the surprising kings of the
manmade snow trade, the Israelis. The process of desalination, vital to Israel’s survival, can
produce a snowlike by-product that alpine countries use to prolong their ski season. Drought
creates opportunities for private firefighters working for insurance companies in California as
well as for fund managers backing south Sudanese warlords who control local farmland. As
droughts raise food prices globally, there is no more precious asset. The deluge—the rising
seas, surging rivers, and superstorms that will threaten island nations and coastal cities—has
been our most distant concern, but after Hurricane Sandy and failure after failure to cut global
carbon emissions, it is not so distant. For Dutch architects designing floating cities and
American scientists patenting hurricane defenses, the race is on. For low-lying countries like
Bangladesh, the coming deluge presents an existential threat. Funk visits the front lines of the
melt, the drought, and the deluge to make a human accounting of the booming business of
global warming. By letting climate change continue unchecked, we are choosing to adapt to a
warming world. Containing the resulting surge will be big business; some will benefit, but much
of the planet will suffer. McKenzie Funk has investigated both sides, and what he has found
will shock us all. To understand how the world is preparing to warm, Windfall follows the
money.
A Hugo Award-winning author and music journalist explores the weird and wild story of when
rock ’n’ roll met the sci-fi world of the 1970s As the 1960s drew to a close, and mankind
trained its telescopes on other worlds, old conventions gave way to a new kind of hedonistic
freedom that celebrated sex, drugs, and rock ’n’ roll. Derided as nerdy or dismissed as fluff,
science fiction rarely gets credit for its catalyzing effect on this revolution. In Strange Stars,
Jason Heller recasts sci-fi and pop music as parallel cultural forces that depended on one
another to expand the horizons of books, music, and out-of-this-world imagery. In doing so, he
presents a whole generation of revered musicians as the sci-fi-obsessed conjurers they really
were: from Sun Ra lecturing on the black man in the cosmos, to Pink Floyd jamming live over
the broadcast of the Apollo 11 moon landing; from a wave of Star Wars disco chart toppers
and synthesiser-wielding post-punks, to Jimi Hendrix distilling the “purplish haze” he
discovered in a pulp novel into psychedelic song. Of course, the whole scene was led by David
Bowie, who hid in the balcony of a movie theater to watch 2001: A Space Odyssey, and came
out a changed man… If today’s culture of Comic Con fanatics, superhero blockbusters, and
classic sci-fi reboots has us thinking that the nerds have won at last, Strange Stars brings to
life an era of unparalleled and unearthly creativity—in magazines, novels, films, records, and
concerts—to point out that the nerds have been winning all along.
When you think of a map of the United States, what do you see? Now think of the Seattle that
begot Jimi Hendrix. The Dallas that shaped Erykah Badu. The Holly Springs, Mississippi, that
compelled Ida B. Wells to activism against lynching. The Birmingham where Martin Luther
King, Jr., penned his most famous missive. Now how do you see the United States? Chocolate
Cities offers a new cartography of the United States—a “Black Map” that more accurately
reflects the lived experiences and the future of Black life in America. Drawing on cultural
sources such as film, music, fiction, and plays, and on traditional resources like Census data,
oral histories, ethnographies, and health and wealth data, the book offers a new perspective
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for analyzing, mapping, and understanding the ebbs and flows of the Black American
experience—all in the cities, towns, neighborhoods, and communities that Black Americans
have created and defended. Black maps are consequentially different from our current
geographical understanding of race and place in America. And as the United States moves
toward a majority minority society, Chocolate Cities provides a broad and necessary
assessment of how racial and ethnic minorities make and change America’s social, economic,
and political landscape.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The brilliant coming-of-age-and-into-superstardom
story of one of the greatest artists of all time, in his own words—featuring never-before-seen
photos, original scrapbooks and lyric sheets, and the exquisite memoir he began writing before
his tragic death NAMED ONE OF THE BEST MUSIC BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE NEW
YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW AND ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE
WASHINGTON POST AND THE GUARDIAN • NOMINATED FOR THE NAACP IMAGE
AWARD Prince was a musical genius, one of the most beloved, accomplished, and acclaimed
musicians of our time. He was a startlingly original visionary with an imagination deep enough
to whip up whole worlds, from the sexy, gritty funk paradise of “Uptown” to the mythical
landscape of Purple Rain to the psychedelia of “Paisley Park.” But his most ambitious creative
act was turning Prince Rogers Nelson, born in Minnesota, into Prince, one of the greatest pop
stars of any era. The Beautiful Ones is the story of how Prince became Prince—a first-person
account of a kid absorbing the world around him and then creating a persona, an artistic vision,
and a life, before the hits and fame that would come to define him. The book is told in four
parts. The first is the memoir Prince was writing before his tragic death, pages that bring us
into his childhood world through his own lyrical prose. The second part takes us through
Prince’s early years as a musician, before his first album was released, via an evocative
scrapbook of writing and photos. The third section shows us Prince’s evolution through candid
images that go up to the cusp of his greatest achievement, which we see in the book’s fourth
section: his original handwritten treatment for Purple Rain—the final stage in Prince’s selfcreation, where he retells the autobiography of the first three parts as a heroic journey. The
book is framed by editor Dan Piepenbring’s riveting and moving introduction about his
profound collaboration with Prince in his final months—a time when Prince was thinking deeply
about how to reveal more of himself and his ideas to the world, while retaining the mystery and
mystique he’d so carefully cultivated—and annotations that provide context to the book’s
images. This work is not just a tribute to an icon, but an original and energizing literary work in
its own right, full of Prince’s ideas and vision, his voice and image—his undying gift to the
world.
Traces the funk music legend's rise from a 1950s barbershop quartet to an influential
multigenre artist, discussing his pivotal artistic and business achievements with ParliamentFunkadelic. 75,000 first printing.
FunkThe Music, The People, and The Rhythm of The OneSt. Martin's Griffin
Tony Bolden presents an innovative history of funk music focused on the performers, regarding
them as intellectuals who fashioned a new aesthetic. Utilizing musicology, literary studies,
performance studies, and African American intellectual history, Bolden explores what it means
for music, or any cultural artifact, to be funky. Multitudes of African American musicians and
dancers created aesthetic frameworks with artistic principles and cultural politics that proved
transformative. Bolden approaches the study of funk and black musicians by examining
aesthetics, poetics, cultural history, and intellectual history. The study traces the concept of
funk from early blues culture to a metamorphosis into a full-fledged artistic framework and a
named musical genre in the 1970s, and thereby Bolden presents an alternative reading of the
blues tradition. In part one of this two-part book, Bolden undertakes a theoretical examination
of the development of funk and the historical conditions in which black artists reimagined their
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music. In part two, he provides historical and biographical studies of key funk artists, all of
whom transfigured elements of blues tradition into new styles and visions. Funk artists, like
their blues relatives, tended to contest and contextualize racialized notions of blackness,
sexualized notions of gender, and bourgeois notions of artistic value. Funk artists displayed
contempt for the status quo and conveyed alternative stylistic concepts and social perspectives
through multimedia expression. Bolden argues that on this road to cultural recognition, funk
accentuated many of the qualities of black expression that had been stigmatized throughout
much of American history.
In the sixties, as the nation anticipated the conquest of space, the defeat of poverty, and an
end to injustice at home and abroad, no goal seemed beyond America's reach. Then the
seventies arrived-bringing oil shocks and gas lines, the disgrace and resignation of a president,
defeat in Vietnam, terrorism at the 1972 Munich Olympics, urban squalor, bizarre crimes, high
prices, and a bad economy. The country fell into a great funk. But when things fall apart, you
can take the fragments and make something fresh. Avocado kitchens and Earth Shoes may
have been ugly, but they signaled new modes of seeing and being. The first generation to see
Earth from space found ways to make life's everyday routines-eating, keeping warm, taking out
the trash-meaningful, both personally and globally. And many decided to reinvent themselves.
In Populuxe, a "textbook of consumerism in the Push Button Age" (Alan J. Adler, Los Angeles
Times), Thomas Hine scrutinized the looks and life of the 1950s and 1960s, revealing the
hopes and fears expressed in that era's design. In the same way, The Great Funk: Falling
Apart and Coming Together (on a Shag Rug) in the Seventies maps a complex era by looking
at its ideas, feelings, sex, fashions, textures, gestures, colors, demographic forces, artistic
expressions, and other phenomena that shaped our lives. Hine gets into the shoes and heads
of those who experienced the seventies-exploring their homes, feeling the beat of their music,
and scanning the ads that incited their desires. But The Great Funk is more than a lavish
catalogue of seventies culture: it's a smart, informed, lively look at the "Me decade" through the
eyes of the man House & Garden called "America's sharpest design critic."

Peter Gene Hernandez, known professionally as Bruno Mars, is an American
singer, songwriter, multi-instrumentalist, record producer, and dancer. He is
known for his stage performances, retro showmanship and for performing in a
wide range of musical styles, including R&B, funk, pop, soul, reggae, hip hop,
and rock.
A fixture on the New Orleans music scene for years, native son Eddie Tebbe has
attended multiple concerts a night, composed lyrics picked up and recorded by
the likes of George Porter and Paul Sanchez, and made friends with anyone and
everyone in the popular clubs. He has, as he says, felt the funk in his bones.
Music is Eddie's way to cope with the triple whammy life has dealt him: born with
cerebral palsy, developed epilepsy as the result of a fall at age 9, and gradually
consumed from his thirties on by Huntington's disease. Yet he remains friendly,
funny and outrageous as he flashes his famous smile. Now at age 50, Eddie is
no longer able to write or to stay out late, instead offering the short stories, a play
and his poetry he's written through the years to his many loyal friends in this
inspiring collection.Local writer Colman DeKay puts it well: "Eddie writes with
simplicity, urgency and honesty about the town that he loves. He's the real deal a New Orleanian who, despite personal setbacks, grabs the city in a gigantic lifeaffirming hug."He played the guitar like a GodI couldn't keep my eyes off himFor
the first time I didn't feel oddThat was when I picked up a guitarAnd I finally fit in
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Eddie Tebbe in "Old Man With One Glove"
A memoir by Morris Day of The Time centering around his lifelong relationship
and association with Prince"A vital, illuminating, and wildly entertaining
autobiography." -Billboard "Great book! Great storytelling!" -LENNY KRAVITZ
"Lean, slick, cooler than Santa Claus, and surprisingly tender, this book not only
traces Day's history in Minneapolis funk, but doubles as an intimate recollection
of his time with Prince." -BEN GREENMAN, author of Dig If You Will The Picture
Brilliant composer, smooth soul singer, killer drummer, and charismatic band
leader, Morris Day has been a force in American music for the past four decades.
In On Time, the renowned funkster looks back on a life of turbulence and
triumph, chronicling his creative process with an explosive prose that mirrors his
intoxicating music. A major theme throughout the book is Morris's enduring
friendship and musical partnership with Prince, from their early days on the
Minneapolis scene to selling out stadiums and duking it out as rivals in Purple
Rain. Eventually, Morris went on to release four albums with a new band of his
very own, The Time; however, before long, increasing tensions between the two
performers set them down separate paths. Through the years, the fierce brotherly
love between Morris and Prince kept bringing them back together-until pride, ego,
and circumstance interfered. Two months before Prince's untimely death, the two
finally started to make amends. But Morris never could have imagined it would be
the last time he'd ever see his friend again.
The Harmonia Sacra is a hymn book of renown. In 1832 a Mennonite named
Joseph Funk published a songbook that had a profound influence on Mennonite
singing for generations. Its name, Genuine Church Music, indicated the
compiler's intention that the contents be songs that, in his words, "have stood the
test of time and survived the changes of fashion." Its distinctively shaped notes of
the fasola system linked it with dozens of songbooks published in America at the
time to encourage musical literacy. The variety of musical content, ranging from
simple psalm tunes and American folk melodies to complex early American
anthems, offered ideal materials for singing schools. The Harmonia Sacra is still
used in old folks' all-day singings in Rockingham and adjacent areas. In fact, this
edition is the revised Legacy Edition, making it the twenty-seventh edition of The
Harmonia Sacra.
Can't Stop Won't Stop is a powerful cultural and social history of the end of the
American century, and a provocative look into the new world that the hip-hop
generation created. Forged in the fires of the Bronx and Kingston, Jamaica, hiphop became the Esperanto of youth rebellion and a generation-defining
movement. In a post-civil rights era defined by deindustrialization and
globalization, hip-hop crystallized a multiracial, polycultural generation's
worldview, and transformed American politics and culture. But that epic story has
never been told with this kind of breadth, insight, and style. Based on original
interviews with DJs, b-boys, rappers, graffiti writers, activists, and gang
members, with unforgettable portraits of many of hip-hop's forebears, founders,
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and mavericks, including DJ Kool Herc, Afrika Bambaataa, Chuck D, and Ice
Cube, Can't Stop Won't Stop chronicles the events, the ideas, the music, and the
art that marked the hip-hop generation's rise from the ashes of the 60's into the
new millennium.
African Americans' historical roots are encapsulated in the lyrics, melodies, and
rhythms of their music. In the 18th and 19th centuries, African slaves, longing for
emancipation, expressed their hopes and dreams through spirituals. Inspired by
African civilization and culture, as well as religion, art, literature, and social
issues, this influential, joyous, tragic, uplifting, challenging, and enduring music
evolved into many diverse genres, including jazz, blues, rock and roll, soul,
swing, and hip hop. Providing a lyrical history of our nation, this groundbreaking
encyclopedia, the first of its kind, showcases all facets of African American music
including folk, religious, concert and popular styles. Over 500 in-depth entries by
more than 100 scholars on a vast range of topics such as genres, styles,
individuals, groups, and collectives as well as historical topics such as music of
the Harlem Renaissance, the Black Arts Movement, the Civil Rights Movement,
and numerous others. Offering balanced representation of key individuals,
groups, and ensembles associated with diverse religious beliefs, political
affiliations, and other perspectives not usually approached, this indispensable
reference illuminates the profound role that African American music has played in
American cultural history. Editors Price, Kernodle, and Maxile provide balanced
representation of various individuals, groups and ensembles associated with
diverse religious beliefs, political affiliations, and perspectives. Also highlighted
are the major record labels, institutions of higher learning, and various cultural
venues that have had a tremendous impact on the development and preservation
of African American music. Among the featured: Motown Records, Black Swan
Records, Fisk University, Gospel Music Workshop of America, The Cotton Club,
Center for Black Music Research, and more. With a broad scope, substantial
entries, current coverage, and special attention to historical, political, and social
contexts, this encyclopedia is designed specifically for high school and
undergraduate students. Academic and public libraries will treasure this resource
as an incomparable guide to our nation's African American heritage.
Funk used to be a bad word. That was then. Now, funk is a pervasive style of
music that has earned its rightful place alongside such other aural American art
forms such as folk, blues, jazz and rock 'n roll. What's more, for those who free
themselves, funk is a positive state of consciousness that brings together mind,
body and soul in a quasi-spiritual experience of mesmerizing intensity. It took
quite a while for funk to gain the respect it deserves. As with most other
American music forms of the 20th century, funk remained a predominantly black
phenomenon until the white public caught up and embraced it some 20 years
after the fact. It had to survive the psychedelic 1960s, the disco 1970s and the
new wave 1980s. This long-overdue book is a labor of love from a devout lifelong
funk enthusiast. Everything Is on the One: The First Guide to Funk is designed to
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serve as an eye-opener for the uninitiated and as a reference guide for those
already indoctrinated. The following pages thoroughly examine every aspect of
funk through the inclusion of assorted text, reviews and lists. Everyone from J.B.,
Sly Stone and Hendrix to Clinton, Prince and the Red Hot Chili Peppers to Kool &
the Gang and the Isley Brothers to the Bar-Kays and Slave to Run-D.M.C. and
Dr. Dre to Stanley Clarke and Tom Browne to Muddy Waters and Stevie Ray
Vaughan to the Talking Heads and Aerosmith is covered. There isn't really any
specific formula for funk. But, you must have the right attitude and the music has
to be on THE ONE. THE ONE stands for the first beat of standard four/four time
in music (four counts per measure). Funk jumps on the first beat with a hard
accent and then lays back in the groove for counts two through four. So just
about everything in this book is on THE ONE. The content of this book is
intended to be opinionated. It is designed to stimulate intelligent debate as to
myriad topics that fall under the umbrella of funk. The objective is not to bash
musical achievements or pursue character assassinations, but at the same time,
measures are necessary to ensure the book's integrity. There are far too many
music publications out there that find pandering to the industry and soft-pedaling
issues seemingly unavoidable. This isn't one of them. By the same token,
exceptional artists and outstanding work are given their just due. At this point, a
word of caution is in order. Funk is extremely addictive and frequently results in
an unquenchable desire to fill your ear hole with thumpin', bumpin', slammin',
jammin' tunes. It can be an expensive habit, but always an immensely rewarding
one. So slap your favorite jams into your stereo or iPod and read to the rhythmic
rush while The First Guide of Funk does it to your eyeballs baby bobba!
Funk: It's the only musical genre ever to have transformed the nation into a
throbbing army of bell-bottomed, hoop-earringed, rainbow-Afro'd warriors on the
dance floor. Its rhythms and lyrics turned bleak urban realties inside out with
distinctive, danceable, downright irresistible music. Funk hasn't received the
critical attention that rock, jazz, and the blues have-until now. Colorful, intelligent,
and in-you-face, Rickey Vincent's Funk celebrates the songs, the musicians, the
philosophy, and the meaning of funk. The book spans from the early work of
James Brown (the Godfather of Funk) through today, covering funky soul (Stevie
Wonder, the Temptations), so-called "black rock" (Jimi Hendrix, Sly and the
Family Stone, the Isley Brothers), jazz-funk (Miles Davis, Herbie Hancock),
monster funk (Parliament, Funkadelic, Bootsy's Rubber Band), naked funk (Rick
James, Gap Band), disco-funk (Chic, K.C. and the Sunshine Band), funky pop
(Kook & the Gang, Chaka Khan), P-Funk Hip Hop (Digital Underground, De La
Soul), funk-sampling rap (Ice Cube, Dr. Dre), funk rock (Red Hot Chili Peppers,
Primus), and more. Funk tells a vital, vibrant history-the history of a uniquely
American music born out of tradition and community, filled with energy, attitude,
anger, hope, and an irrepressible spirit.
In this exceptional cultural history, Atlantic Senior Editor Ronald Brownstein—“one of
America's best political journalists (The Economist)—tells the kaleidoscopic story of one
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monumental year that marked the city of Los Angeles’ creative peak, a glittering
moment when popular culture was ahead of politics in predicting what America would
become. Los Angeles in 1974 exerted more influence over popular culture than any
other city in America. Los Angeles that year, in fact, dominated popular culture more
than it ever had before, or would again. Working in film, recording, and television
studios around Sunset Boulevard, living in Brentwood and Beverly Hills or amid the
flickering lights of the Hollywood Hills, a cluster of transformative talents produced an
explosion in popular culture which reflected the demographic, social, and cultural
realities of a changing America. At a time when Richard Nixon won two presidential
elections with a message of backlash against the social changes unleashed by the
sixties, popular culture was ahead of politics in predicting what America would become.
The early 1970s in Los Angeles was the time and the place where conservatives
definitively lost the battle to control popular culture. Rock Me on the Water traces the
confluence of movies, music, television, and politics in Los Angeles month by month
through that transformative, magical year. Ronald Brownstein reveals how 1974
represented a confrontation between a massive younger generation intent on change,
and a political order rooted in the status quo. Today, we are again witnessing a
generational cultural divide. Brownstein shows how the voices resistant to change may
win the political battle for a time, but they cannot hold back the future.
What does it mean to be in the groove?
A sixty-year history of Afro–South Asian musical collaborations From Beyoncé’s South
Asian music–inspired Super Bowl Halftime performance, to jazz artists like John and
Alice Coltrane’s use of Indian song structures and spirituality in their work, to Jay-Z and
Missy Elliott’s high-profile collaborations with diasporic South Asian artists such as the
Panjabi MC and MIA, African American musicians have frequently engaged South
Asian cultural productions in the development of Black music culture. Sounds from the
Other Side traces such engagements through an interdisciplinary analysis of the
political implications of African American musicians’ South Asian influence since the
1960s. Elliott H. Powell asks, what happens when we consider Black musicians’ South
Asian sonic explorations as distinct from those of their white counterparts? He looks to
Black musical genres of jazz, funk, and hip hop and examines the work of Miles Davis,
John Coltrane, Rick James, OutKast, Timbaland, Beyoncé, and others, showing how
Afro–South Asian music in the United States is a dynamic, complex, and contradictory
cultural site where comparative racialization, transformative gender and queer politics,
and coalition politics intertwine. Powell situates this cultural history within larger global
and domestic sociohistorical junctures that link African American and South Asian
diasporic communities in the United States. The long historical arc of Afro–South Asian
music in Sounds from the Other Side interprets such music-making activities as highly
political endeavors, offering an essential conversation about cross-cultural musical
exchanges between racially marginalized musicians.
A unique and kaleidoscopic look into the life, legacy, and electricity of the pop legend
Prince and his wideranging impact on our culture Ben Greenman, New York Times
bestselling author, contributing writer to the New Yorker, and owner of thousands of
recordings of Prince and Prince-related songs, knows intimately that there has never
been a rock star as vibrant, mercurial, willfully contrary, experimental, or prolific as
Prince. Uniting a diverse audience while remaining singularly himself, Prince was a
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tireless artist, a musical virtuoso and chameleon, and a pop-culture prophet who
shattered traditional ideas of race and gender, rewrote the rules of identity, and
redefined the role of sex in pop music. A polymath in his own right who collaborated
with George Clinton and Questlove on their celebrated memoirs, Greenman has been
listening to and writing about Prince since the mid-eighties. Here, with the passion of an
obsessive fan and the skills of a critic, journalist, and novelist, he mines his
encyclopedic knowledge of Prince’s music to tell both his story and the story of the
paradigm-shifting ideas that he communicated to his millions of fans around the world.
Greenman's take on Prince is the autobiography of a generation and its ideas. Asking a
series of questions—not only “Who was Prince?” but “Who wasn’t he?” and “Who are
we?”—Dig if You Will the Picture is a fitting tribute to an extraordinary talent.
A lively chronicle of the year that shaped popular music forever! Fifty years ago, friendly
rivalry between musicians turned 1965 into the year rock evolved into the premier art
form of its time and accelerated the drive for personal freedom throughout the Western
world. The Beatles made their first artistic statement with Rubber Soul. Bob Dylan
released "Like a Rolling Stone, arguably the greatest song of all time, and went electric
at the Newport Folk Festival. The Rolling Stones's "Satisfaction" catapulted the band to
world-wide success. New genres such as funk, psychedelia, folk rock, proto-punk, and
baroque pop were born. Soul music became a prime force of desegregation as Motown
crossed over from the R&B charts to the top of the Billboard Hot 100. Country music
reached new heights with Nashville and the Bakersfield sound. Musicians raced to
innovate sonically and lyrically against the backdrop of seismic cultural shifts wrought
by the Civil Rights Movement, Vietnam, psychedelics, the Pill, long hair for men, and
designer Mary Quant’s introduction of the miniskirt. In 1965, Andrew Grant Jackson
combines fascinating and often surprising personal stories with a panoramic historical
narrative.
This is the most complete presentation of today's popular funk drumming style
available. This book takes you from the very roots of rock and rhythm`n'blues drumming
to the highly complex, multidirectional funk styles of today. He also details certain
subtleties heretofore only a seasoned veteran would understand. While most drum
instruction book concentrate on developing technique, reading ability, or independent
coordination, this unique book accurately documents what is hip in rock`n'roll drumming
today. the contents are geared to prepare the student for survival in a live playing
situation. the book is a valid representation of what people want to hear from a
drummer in a working situation - live or in the studio. It contains exercises drawn from
many different influences covering coordination, rhythms, patterns, and phrasing.
Birds of Firebrings overdue critical attention to fusion, the musical idiom that emerged in
the late 1960s and 1970s, as musicians blended elements of jazz, rock, and funk.
Fusion never coalesced into a distinct genre; many artists and critics disparaged the
music as amorphous and hard to define. Kevin Fellezs contends that fusion's muchderided hybridity was its very reason for being. By mixing different musical and cultural
traditions, fusion artists sought to disrupt generic boundaries, cultural hierarchies, and
critical assumptions. Fellezs develops his argument through rigorous analysis of the
music of four distinctive fusion artists. Interpreting the work of Tony Williams, John
McLaughlin, Joni Mitchell, and Herbie Hancock, he explores the challenges that fusion
posed to generic conventions and considers the extent to which a musician can be
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taken seriously as an artist across divergent musical traditions. Fellezs concludesBirds
of Firewith a look at the current activities of McLaughlin, Mitchell and Hancock;
Williams's final recordings; and the legacy of the fusion made by the four artists in the
1970s.
Music Is History combines Questlove’s deep musical expertise with his curiosity about
history, examining America over the past fifty years. Focusing on the years 1971 to the
present, Questlove finds the hidden connections in the American tapes- try, whether
investigating how the blaxploitation era reshaped Black identity or considering the way
disco took an assembly-line approach to Black genius. And these critical inquiries are
complemented by his own memories as a music fan, and the way his appetite for pop
culture taught him about America. A history of the last half-century and an intimate
conversation with one of music’s most influential and original voices, Music Is History is
a singular look at contemporary America.
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